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Wise Decisions: Avoiding Sexual Sin  Part 5	Pr.5-7		12-3-2002
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We are learning how to make wise decisions.  Last time: Righteousness.   The Bible gives us lots of spiritual reasons to pursue R, but Pr. gives practical ones.  We should avoid sin, because sin creates problems in life.  The fear of the LORD is the beginning of W – the #1 principal in wise decision making is avoid sin.

Utter Ruin
By far, the #1 sin that Pr. warns against is sexual sin.  Three ch.  Compare that with the second longest warning - against drunkenness – 7 vv. (23:29-35)  And that’s not even enough – there is an entire book that warns against the power of erotic love.

Why?  Again, there are a lot of spiritual reasons to avoid sin, but Proverbs gives us practical reasons.  Sin creates problems in life, and some sins create more than others.  Sexual sins create the most problems of all. 

3 For the lips of an adulteress drip honey   4 but in the end she is…sharp as a double-edged sword.  Lit “double-mouthed sword”  You put your lips on hers, and it’s so sweet at first, but suddenly you realize your lips are wrapped around a razor sharp blade.
5 Her feet go down to death; her steps lead straight to the grave.   

5:11  At the end of your life you will groan, when your flesh and body are spent. 12You will say, "How I hated discipline!  How my heart spurned correction! 13 I would not obey my teachers or listen to my instructors. 14 I have come to the brink of utter ruin in the midst of the whole assembly."  nothing but ruined life and a lot of “what ifs.”

if you become consumed with this sin, you will get to the end of your life, look at your life, and there will only be one way to describe it: utter ruin.  

I recently read of a well-known pastor/conference speaker who travels all over the country speaking at conferences who admitted to a ten-year struggle with this problem. 

“Some of you know what it is like to …wallow in the guilt of that obsession, and to cry and pray with whatever faith you can muster, to plead with God to release you, to mutate you, to castrate you like Origen – whatever it takes to deliver you.  And even as you pray, luscious, bewitching images crowd into your mind.”

“Most of the time I hated sex.  I could not imagine it existing in any sort of balance in my life.  Of course I knew its pleasure – but those short bursts of pleasure were horribly counterbalanced by days of guilt and anguish.”

His favorite part about all the travel he had to do was going to the east coast.  Nothing was more invigorating to him than, “…staying in homey inns with big fireplaces, and eating by the waterfront and watching the sailboats bob in the shimmering sea, taking long solitary walks on the rocky shores where huge waves crashed with thunder, closing my eyes and letting salt spray splash across my face, stopping at roadside stands for fresh lobster and crab…”  

But in the midst of his time being in the grip of this sin, “There was a difference this time: I felt no pleasure.  None.  My emotional reaction was the same as if I had been at home, yawning, reading the newspaper.  All romance had drained out.”

His lust never brought any satisfaction. He described it as being like a man dying of thirst craving salt.  And it drained all pleasure out of the things is life that normally brought real pleasure. 

At one point he came to a point of desperation.  He spent an evening with a close friend who was the pastor of one of the largest churches in the country.  He had never told anyone, but finally couldn’t stand it anymore, and decided to confess to this man.  He was hoping for some counsel, some encouragement or something…

The man listened, but he didn’t have any words of encouragement.  Instead, this is what happened: “His lip quivered at first, the skin on his face began twitching, and finally he started sobbing – great, huge, wretched sobs such as I had seen only at funerals.  In a few moments, when he had recovered some semblance of self-control, I learned the truth.  My friend was not sobbing for me; he was sobbing for himself.  He began to tell me of his own expedition into lust.  He had been where I was – 5 years before.  Since that time, he had taken lust to its logical consequences.  I will not dwell on sordid details, but my friend had tried it all: bondage, prostitution, bisexualism, orgies.  He reached inside his vest pocket and pulled out a pad of paper showing the prescriptions he took to fight the venereal disease and anal Infections he had picked up along the way.  He carries the pad with him on trips, he explained, to buy the drigs in cities where he is anonymous.  I saw my friends dozens of times after that and learned every horrific detail of his hellish life.  …After that conversation his life has gone into an unbelievable skid toward destruction.  His marriage is now destroyed,.  He may go insane or commit suicide before this article is published.”  

The lips of the adulteress are sweet as honey…but in the end she is as bitter as gall…her path leads strait into the pit

When the Bible says this particular sin will lead to utter ruin, it means utter ruin.

This problem consumes vast amounts of time, vast amounts of money, it drains a person’s energy, ruins his relationships, derails his career, devastates his emotions; it’s toxic to his spiritual life…  There are few things in life you can get into that will cause more grief.  So it’s no wonder that it gets 3 chapters is Pr.
The decision to put yourself in close proximity to sexual temptation is about as foolish a decision as it is possible to make.  In fact, 6:32 a man who commits adultery lacks judgment  Lit: “a man who commits adultery is in need of a mind.”

How do you make wise decisions in life?  Make it one of your top priorities to remove yourself as far as possible from this temptation.

The only escape: Wisdom
5:1 My son, pay attention to my wisdom, listen well to my words of insight, 2that you may maintain discretion and your lips may preserve knowledge. 
Why?
v.3  Because the adulteress is out there, and she is after your very life.

6:20 My son, keep your father's commands and do not forsake your mother's teaching. 21Bind them upon your heart forever; fasten them around your neck. … 23For these commands are a lamp, this teaching is a light, … 24keeping you from the immoral woman… 

7:4  Say to wisdom, "You are my sister," and call understanding your kinsman; 5 they will keep you from the adulteress…

Pr 2:16  [Wisdom] will save you also from the adulteress,
(and others)

She’s out there, and she’s dangerous.  It’s like you are wandering in the African plains with lions all over.  She is deadly, and your only hope of escape is wisdom.

Who is she?
These ch. talk about an adulteress, a strange woman, a prostitute, another man’s wife, etc.  Who is this woman?  The adulteress is not a person.  In fact, she’s not even a representation of an actual loose woman or certain kind of person.  It’s an abstraction.  “The Adulteress” is just a personification of the lure of sin – especially sexual sin.”  So each time you see her in these ch., fill in any temptation.
She’s everywhere
7:12 now in the street, now in the squares, at every corner she lurks.

this is a very difficult problem in any culture at any time, but we live in a sex-mad culture.  Attempts to bring you to lust are plastered everywhere.
It went from being in X-rated movie theaters, to R-rated, to PG 13, to cable, more and more on network TV.  Even commercials.

Not uncommon for commercials to zoom in and fill the screen with erotic images.  Keep in mind these commercials are created by those who have the most expertise at making something stick in the mind and influence the behavior.  The ave. kid sees 20,000/yr. (less than 50 SS lessons)
14:36
It is so essential that we protect our children.  Like other addictions, there is a certain percentage that is especially susceptible.  Just one exposure can lead to a ruined life of sexual deviation and violence.

“Porn can reach out and snatch a kid out of any house today.  It snatched me out of my home 20, 30 years ago, as diligent as my parents were, and thy were diligent in protecting their children.  And as good a Christian home as we had – and we had a wonderful Christian home – there is no protection against the kinds of influences that there are.”

That is a quote from a man who was in prison the day before his execution for murdering a 12-year-old girl.

He wasn’t physically abused, sexually abused, or emotionally abused.  “I grew up in a wonderful home with 2 dedicated and loving parents…We regularly attended church; I had 2 Christian parents who did not drink, they did not smoke, there was no gambling, there was no physical abuse or fighting in the home.”

“As a young boy…12 or 13, I encountered outside the home…in the local drug stores soft core pornography…people would dump garbage…included such things as detective magazines…”

“I’ve lived in prison for a long time now.  And I’ve met a lot of men who were motivated to commit violence just like me.  And without exception, every one of them was deeply involved in pornography – without question, without exception – deeply influenced and consumed by an addiction to pornography.  There’s no question about it.”  [true – the FBI found that 81% of serial murderers they interviewed identified porn as one of their highest interests].
16:56
If Job had to make a covenant with his eyes not to look lustfully at a woman in a culture where the women were covered from head to toe, What do you think it’s like for a man in our culture?
18:15
Archibald D. Hart.  The Sexual Man (Word, 1994), indicated that more than half of married Christian men admitted to using pornography. And more than half the men surveyed at a 1996 Promise Keepers stadium event confessed to using pornography during the prior week.
75% of college men acknowledged using porn regularly,
It showed that 70 per cent of the jr high students had watched porn videos during the school year.

in a typical week, 83.5 percent of the photos transmitted over a portion of the Internet were pornographic, 
19:50
CT polled its readers and found that 45% admitted to committing some kind of sexual immorality with another person other than their spouse.  For pastors the figure was 23%.
  
Focus on the Family's Pastors Helpline finds that 35% of their contacts from pastors surround the issues of sexual compulsions or addiction, including pornography use (McCaffrey, 1999).
20:45
And it’s extremely dangerous. It’s addicting for both psychological reasons and physiological ones.  The way sexual stimulation works, “when a man sees [an image of a woman that is suggestive], it triggers knows physiological mechanisms…Chemicals seep into the pituitary gland, releasing a stress hormone …(called) ACTH.  Scores of other neural chemicals are sped into actions as well, notably, adrenaline and noradrenaline.  The bronchial tubes relax and open for deeper breathing.  Blood sugar in increased for maximum energy.  The heart beats faster and contracts strongly.”

Those are all the same responses to any significant stress (danger, anger, fear, etc).  When a person uses porn and is sexually stimulated, that stimulation is heightened by the presence of others stresses.  Porn always has images of violence and other illegal behavior.  Those images produce stress and anxiety.  This increases the chemicals.  On top of that, there is the anxiety of the fear of getting caught, guilt, etc.  More chem. are released.  

Some people, after a night of intimacy with spouse, say, “I was more aroused by that R-rated movie than by my wife – I guess I just don’t love her any more.”  Reisman says, “Quite the contrary.  When in love – after the first flush of newness and insecurity has passed – one should feel a sense of trust and faith.  Responding to a sex cue experienced in a state of fear, anger, or shame should trigger – temporarily – a higher arousal state than would normal, no longer new, conjugal love and trust.  Many potentially fine marriages have broken apart on the rocks due to such confused thinking about pornographic or similarly exciting adulterous adventures.  What one often believes to be secual chemistry stirring in the loins upon meeting the “right one” may really be our neuro-chemical warning that risk is imminent – run!”
If  any question about danger of soft porn read Dr. Judith Reisman’s book Soft Porn Plays Hardball.   
21:41

Do Not Lust

The key is in 6:25
25Do not lust in your heart after her beauty
Don’t lust.  The issue isn’t the act of adultery; it’s the act of lust.

TT Mt.5:27-28  You have heard it was said do not commit adultery.
That is the incorrect interp – yet it’s a word-for-word quote!  Did you know you can follow the exact words of Sc. and still violate the intent?
23:11
Most people today think they have been faithful if they haven't slept with anyone they aren't married to.  They are wrong.
But I say to you, anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart.
There are many adulterers who have never slept with anyone but their spouse.

The sin of adultery is located in the heart.  It is physically carried out by the eye. 
What is Lust?

* It is Deliberate

Lit - in order to lustThis is talking not about a temptation that pops into your mind when something crosses your field of vision.  It is talking about a man who looks at a woman with the deliberate intention of lusting.  It's talking about the man who decides to use his eyes to awaken his desires - a man who looks in such a way as to deliberately stimulate passion intentionally activating lust.  Lust is when you relish a sinful thought like candy – they savor them on their tongue and roll them around in their mind again and again.

(Old saying - don't have to let the birds nest in your hair)

You can't control what comes into your mind, but you have full ability to dismiss a thought once it enters.  Sinful actions begin with entertaining a wrong thought in the mind. 
24:58
Looks in order to (borrows a word from the 10th commandment - covet) lust  Same word in Pr.6.

1	It is impure

Usually people only think about the impure thoughts.  And that is part of it to be sure. We are forbidden to foster impure thoughts.
26:36
1 Tim 5:1-2  Treat older men as fathers, Treat younger men as brothers, 2 older women as mothers, and younger women as sisters, with absolute purity.
What is absolute purity?  Pretend your wife could see through your eyes like that documentary.
(Documentary – eyes went first to the breast, then the face – even women they are not attracted to or that do not have an attractive figure)
This is hard for women to understand, because they are tempted differently. Often when women discover that men are this way, they conclude that men are just perverted.  But it is not perverse to be stimulated by sight – that is by God’s design.

God made men to be stimulated visually.  That is not perverse in any way.  What is perverse is to deliberatly use your eyes to awaken lust for a woman you are not married to. This is the most natural thing in the world for a man, and it is forbidden.  We are not permitted to look at women this way.
28:40
So when I think of absolute purity, I imagine my brain was hooked up to one of those things, and Tracy was watching – that keeps you from rationalizing.

It’s wrong to have sexually immoral fantasies.  You are not permitted to enjoy another man or woman sexually in any way – not with your body, not with your eyes, and not with your mind.
29:12
Eph 5:3 among you there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality, or of any kind of impurity (Don’t let it be named – not only don’t do it, but make it so far away from you that you couldn’t even conceivably be associated with it.) 

1 Cor 6:19  Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received from God? You are not your own;
This isn’t talking about cigarettes.  Evil thoughts are a desecration of the Temple of God.  It is like going into the holy of holies and smearing manure everywhere. 
30:37
 “But I’m entitled to a little fantasy…”  You are not your own, you were bought with a price

What exactly is wrong to think about?  Jesus: If it would be wrong to do, then it’s wrong to think about.
“My fantasies are OK, because I never actually think about having intercourse.  I just picture a woman undressing.”  Would it be wrong for you to actually watch a woman do that?  Then it’s wrong to think about.

It is also a problem for women.  God made men to be stimulated visually.  Women are into romance.

Women: “I’m not guilty of lust.  I don’t look at any nudity or anything.  I just imagine myself having a romantic evening with Pierce Bronson.”  Would that be wrong to do?  Then it’s wrong to think about.
32:16
It is Coveteous

This is the focus of Pr.
 Covetousness  The word means "desire."  

Is it wrong to desire something?  No. 
Lk.22:15 Jesus said He Longed to eat the Passover.  (Used 2 times in a row)
It is the word used in the 10th commandment (covet).   

When is it wrong?

It is never wrong to crave righteous things.  It's always wrong to crave evil things.  But some things are neutral.  Like a new car.
Rule of thumb: Desire is when you want something - that's OK.

Covetousness or lust is desire without contentment.

COVETOUSNESS = DESIRE – CONTENTMENT
It’s when you are not content with what God has given you.
33:49
Be satisfied with your own wife
5:15 Drink water from your own cistern, running water from your own well. … 18 May your fountain be blessed, and may you rejoice in the wife of your youth. 19 A loving doe, a graceful deer--may her breasts satisfy you always, may you ever be captivated by her love. 

Be satisfied with what God has given you.  "But my husband/wife is lacking in some areas.  You're telling me it's wrong for me to dream?"
Yes.  It is adultery.  You are betraying your trust.

When you got married you made a solemn pledge - not just to avoid going to bed with others, but a pledge that involved love.
This was the deal your spouse agreed to: I will give myself totally to you.  We will live together, and I will expose all of my life to you - weaknesses, inadequacies, strengths and all.  I will allow you into the most private areas of my life, and our R-ship will be intimate."

That is what your spouse gave you on that day.  But in return you pledged to love.  And love covers over a multitude of sins (1 Pe.4:8).

Your responsibility is to cover over your spouse's weaknesses and inadequacies, and focus your thinking on his/her strengths.  That's what love does.  When you sit and daydream about having a spouse that doesn't have the weaknesses yours has, you are dwelling on those weaknesses and underlining them in your mind.  That is a violation of your trust.

Your spouse agreed to marry you and open self up to you on the agreement that you would in turn love.  If instead you spotlight them, you are being unfaithful.
36:52
Somewhere along the line the myth got started that somewhere out there is the ideal spouse for you – even Christians fall into that.  Some of that is caused by well-meaning parents who don’t want their kids to marry someone who won’t make a good spouse.  “I’m waiting for the man of my dreams – someone who is a perfect match for me.  Someone who complements all my weaknesses, and yet with whom I have everything in common.  Someone who will make an ideal best friend, and a perfect lover.  I’m waiting for Mr. Right.”

So they wait and wait, until they become infatuated with someone.  And when you are infatuated with someone, that person seems perfect.  So they get married.  Then when that wears off, and they realize their mate isn’t ideal, they are crushed and become depressed, because they think that’s what they were supposed to have waited for.

You think there is someone out there who is a perfect match for you?  Show me that in the Bible.

Where do we get off thinking we deserve an ideal spouse?  We don’t think that way about anything else.  You don’t assume God is going to provide the ideal car or house.   We don’t say, “It’s only God’s will for me to have the best car in the world – a car that is perfectly suited to me.”  No, we are happy if it’s God’s will to provide us with a car that doesn’t leak oil.
38:20
The fact is, if you are called to be married, there is someone out there that He has for you.  And it’s truly a match made in heaven – and it’s a sinner.  The person God’s wants you to marry is a person with dozens of flaws and inadequacies and deficiencies that are going to create problems in your marriage.  (I know that because angels don’t marry – so you’re left with human beings.)
38:59
Besides, that ideal mate doesn’t exist anyway.  Whatever person you think might be better probably is better in some ways, but worse in others.  This is hard for people to understand, because everything that comes out of Hollywood is designed to cause discontent.

Every culture comes up with an ideal of beauty (expressed by art).  We have developed one that not one woman in the world fits.
Show Michelle Phifer illus. 
Michele Pfeifer needs nothing – look at her.  She’s perfect.
40:25
-- the invoice for retouching the cover photo of Michelle
      Pfeiffer in the December, 1990, issue of Esquire magazine,
      obtained by Harper's.  
$1525 bill for Retouching 1 dye transfer two piece strip of M.P. in red dress

-clean up complexion          
-add dress on side to create better line
-soften eye lines             
-add dress on shoulder 
-soften smile line            
-clean up and smooth dress folds under arm
-add color to lips and create one seam image on right side.  

-trim chin                   
 -Clean up complexion
-remove neck lines            
-clean up neck 
-soften line under ear lobe   
-add blush to cheek
-add highlights to earrings   

-add highlights to errings
-add blush to cheek           
-add hair on top of head
-clean up neck line           
-add forehead to create better line
-remove stray hair            
-remove stray hair on neck

-remove hair stands on dress  -remove red dress at corner of neck
-adjust color and add hair on -add dress on shoulder sharpen and create a  top of head                   better line
-remove stray hair on dress   -soften neck muscle a bit
	-soften neck line on image on left side

No wonder MP is so beautiful – she doesn’t exist.
They take the most beautiful woman in the world, best photographers, make-up, hair, lighting…Still spend 1500 touching up the photo, and you want your wife to look that way when she wakes up in the morning.
42:21
The media does the same thing with men. Programming targeted at women is also designed to foster discontent.  The hero on the soap opera is so smooth and romantic and sensitive - who always says the right thing.  On her birthday she comes home and the house is filled with candles, romantic music, Champaign, bubbles..  

In the mean time, in real life, on her birthday her husband comes home late from work, and says, “When is supper going to be ready?  Oh, it’s your birthday today?  Oh, that’s right.  Want me to run down to King Soopers and pick you up a card?”
  
The guy on TV takes his girl on a cruise in the Caribbean for Valentine's Day, and ol' Charlie buys her a set of knives.   

Men can’t compete with that any more than women can measure up to air brushed photos in magazines.  Those men don’t have any financial limitations (which is amazing since they never seem to have to work), and they are that romantic and they always know just what to say, because they have a whole team of writers putting the story together - and those writers are all women.  (I know that, because if they were men they would be just like the rest of us men and wouldn't have a clue what the right thing to say is half the time).
44:16
You are not permitted to break the trust with your spouse - not physically nor mentally.
If you think in your mind, "Oh if only I were married to someone like that...she is so beautiful and fun, and smart, and interesting...But, I don't have a choice, so I guess I'll stay with the old bag."  That is not faithfulness.  It is adultery.

So it is adultery to cultivate any thoughts of discontent with your mate.  
God requires you to be satisfied with your own spouse.  That is what He has given you, that is all He has given you, and you are to be content with that.
Pr.5 – If you get to looking at someone else, you invite disaster.
45:11
How to Escape

Steer clear
8 Keep to a path far from her, do not go near the door of her house 
Proximity is 90% of the battle w/ temptation  

It’s not sinful to go near a door, but it is foolish.  We think, “Well, I’m not tempted at all right now, so I can go near.”  Of course you’re not tempted now – you’re not near.  The famous last words of the fool are, “I can handle it.”
The young fool didn’t steer clear
Prov 7:6-23 6 At the window of my house I looked out through the lattice. 7 I saw among the simple, I noticed among the young men, a youth who lacked judgment. 8 He was going down the street near her corner, (what is he doing there?) walking along in the direction of her house I have no intention of sinning, I’m not being tempted, I’ll be able to just keep walking no problem)  - candy bar 9 at twilight, as the day was fading, as the dark of night set in. (Bad time of day for this tempt. 10 Then out came a woman to meet him, dressed like a prostitute and with crafty intent. … 13 She took hold of him (Here comes the great battle.  This young man is so strong – he can handle temptation, but here she comes with all her whiles…This is going to be the big battle.  Ready?)  …and kissed him (That’s it.  The battle’s over.  You won’ see him resist from here on.) and with a brazen face (very aggressive) she said: 14 "I have fellowship offerings at home; today I fulfilled my vows. 15 So I came out to meet you; I looked for you and have found you! 16 I have covered my bed with colored linens from Egypt. (Starts talking about her bed) 17 I have perfumed my bed with myrrh, aloes and cinnamon. 18 Come, let's drink deep of love till morning; let's enjoy ourselves with love! 19 My husband is not at home; he has gone on a long journey. 20 He took his purse filled with money and will not be home till full moon." 21 With persuasive words she led him astray; she seduced him with her smooth talk. 22 All at once he followed her like an ox going to the slaughter, like a deer stepping into a noose 23 till an arrow pierces his liver, like a bird darting into a snare, little knowing it will cost him his life.
His choice to walk down that street that day ruined his life.
24 Now then, my sons, listen to me; pay attention to what I say. 25 Do not let your heart turn to her ways or stray into her paths. 26 Many are the victims she has brought down; her slain are a mighty throng. 27Her house is a highway to the grave, leading down to the chambers of death.

You think you can handle temptation? her slain are a mighty throng  Don’t kid yourself.  There is a mighty army of men stronger than you that she has conquered. 
51:08
Remove yourself from temptation.  You can’t avoid all temptation, but you can arrange your life to minimize it.  

Scripture calls us to repent, but true repentance means turning from sin.  The man who says, “O God, I’m so sorry for my sin of lust.  Please forgive.” But then won’t cancel his subscription to Playboy has not repented.  

In what situations do you get into trouble?  Cable TV?  Cancel those channels.  Regular TV?  Put it in the garage (I’ve done that when T was gone) or decide never to watch alone.  Are you buying magazines or renting movies?  You have to be alone to do that.  Change the situation so you are not alone at those times.  (Every pastor should have a window).  Is it when you are on the road?  If you struggle at all with this, you shouldn’t be alone on the road.  Start looking for a different job.

The harder you make it, the less you will tend to fall into it.  There are also spiritual principles – we covered those in the temptation series.  Most important – Col.3 (Oct.24).  But this is the first step.  If you set up your life so sinful things are close and easily accessible, you have not repented.

When it comes to porn, the closest and most easily accessible is the internet.  You are just a couple clicks away from anything you want to see.  Talk about going near the door of her house!  Those things can come up inadvertently.  Get SurfWatch.  That’s a temptation I absolutely don’t have to worry about.
54:15
Pour your resources into your own home
5:15 Drink water from your own cistern, running water from your own well. 16 Should your springs overflow in the streets, your streams of water in the public squares? 17 Let them be yours alone, never to be shared with strangers 

5:8 Do not go near the door of her house 9 lest you give your best strength to others and your years to one who is cruel, 10 lest strangers feast on your wealth and your toil enrich another man's house. 

Invest your resources in your own home.  Time, energy, hobbies, thought life.  Focus that on your own home.  Make the connections with your wife close.  Develop a relationship with her that is very involved and time consuming.  Involve her in the hour by hour details of what you are doing.  It would be tough for me to get into much of anything, because I keep T appraised of where I am all the time.

If you have to travel, say, “Call me tonight a couple times between 6:00 and 10:00, and ask me point blank if I have done anything I shouldn’t have.”

Your wife should be you accountability partner.  

Wives – make that possible.
57:10
**************
·	Cards
·	Ladies’ bible study
·	Newsletters
·	Launch
·	Tapes
·	Kindness Feast next Sunday after church
·	Tonight
·	Armadillo

BENEDICTION:
2 Co.7:1  Since we have these promises, dear friends, let us purify ourselves from everything that contaminates body and spirit, perfecting holiness out of reverence for God

